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Commodity: Presentation

Indoor gardening
“Bridge the gap between modern man and nature”
1. Target Audience
2. User Journey Consideration
3. Information Architecture
4. Content Creation

Target Audience
Those who are new to gardening and need help determining
which plants to cultivate, what they need, and how to care
for them.
People who are enthusiastic about gardening
People who have little or no prior experience
It's appropriate for folks of all ages.
People looking for motivation

Binu Sunil
(The Expert Gardener)

Age

42

Location

Thiruvalla, Kerala

Education Msc Botany
Job Title

Teacher

Behaviours

“

Watching something
grow is good for morle.
It helps us believe in life.

”

Shares expert knowledge
with gardeners of all levels.
Identifies plants
Goes around her garden
every single day for hours.
Likes to get new plants with
the changes in seasons to
add to her garden.

User persona 1

Needs & Goals
Wants to keep furthering her
knowledge as a gardener,
and continuously take part
in gardening with new
plants.
Wants to share her skills and
knowledge with her community.

Frustrations
The multitude of paths within
the website, incorrect gardening information in posts and
blog, often get lost in the navigational scheme.

Siddharth S
(The Novice Gardener)

Age

24

Location

Pathanamthitta

Education Engineering
Job Title

Assistant Engineer

Needs & Goals
To get plants identified, to
find basic information
about plant care and
selection, to find inspiration
from other gardeners.

Behaviours
Relies on the associates at
his local garden center for
basic information about
plants and selection.

“

To plant a garden is to
believe in tomorrow.

”

User persona 2

Frustrations
Misinformation he finds
while searching for plant
care information online.

Jyoshna J N
(Gardening enthusiast)
Age

15

Location

Ranni, Kerala

Education 10th Grade
Job Title

Student

Frustrations

“

I’m a Succulent Lover....
Succulents are so strong.
Whichever weather you put
them in, or even being cut
apart from the main plant,
they will still be able to grow
back, as long as you give
them soil, a bit of water and
your faith.

Confusion in uncomfortable.
Poor experiences with online
advice.
Not sure how to solve problems for specific care.
Disappointed by her lack of
knowledge.
Making a decision about
gardening with confidence.

User persona 3

Needs & Goals
Create beautiful spaces,
Improve welbeing and quality
of life.
Watch something changes
and grow invest effort into
something meaningful.
Care for plants at a comfortable level.

Behaviours
Spending time in a meaningful way.
Gardening is rooted her
childhood memories.
Mutual benefits in creative
efforts.
Seeks higher learning.

User Journey Considerations
User Pain Points
The multitude of paths within
the website, incorrect gardening information in posts
and blog, often get lost in the
navigational scheme.
Not sure how to solve
problems for specific care.
Even enthusiasts often aren't
sure if they're doing the right
thing, until plants show
symptoms.

User Expectations
Access to all indoor gardening knowledge
on a single website that is comprehensive,
well-organized, and condensed.

Motivations
Love Gardening and having people round
to admire the garden.
Plant colour, texture and shape are of
interest as are practical considerations of
finding the right plant for the conditions.

Information Architecture
HOME

Importance
of plants
Indoor
Gardening

Indoor Plants

INDOOR PLANTS

PLANT CARE

BENEFITS

Hanging

Full Plant Care

Improving Physical
health

Patterned or
colourful

How do I pick right
indoor plants?

Improving mental
health

Succulents or
cacti

How should I water
my indoor plants?

Redusing
absenterism

Ferns

How much light
does my plant needs?

Purifing the
air

Palms

How do I find the
right soil and
fertiliser for house
plants?

Flowering

Improving Humidity

ABOUT US

Brief information
about the Project and
used resourses.

CONTENT CREATION
Text

- Written myself, with the help of
some expertise.
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